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The book is divided into 6 sections, roughly equal in length.  Each section 
works well on its own with regards to a clear structure which moves 
the narrative on, always ensuring that the conclusion is constructed in a 
manner which ensures that the reader wants to continue to read on.  The 
cliff-hangers are also found between chapters often in such a way that the 
chapter break itself is in any way seen as interrupting the narrative.  The 
book opens with TODD HEWITT, the young protagonist in his 
natural habitat - that is to say, as a young boy with a friendly dog in his 
own world - that which we discover is PRENTISSTOWN on a distant planet. 
That much is learnt.  Much of the rest of the opening section poses, rather 
than answers, the questions which will intrigue the reader as they read on. 
 
 
 

SECTION 1:  Chapters 1-6 
 
Chapter 1 
 
All the chapters have titles and these will become clear as the narrative 
progresses.  At first, students might like to discuss the titles both before 
and after the chapter has been read and also come up with their own title 
which could be used as a stimulus for table discussion. 
The tone of the opening is humorous.  Manchee needing a poo helps to set 
the scene in a childish world, but the narrative has immediately posed 
more interesting questions:  Why is the text written in the vernacular 
rather than in Standard English?  Why can Todd hear his dog? What is a 
fissionbike?  These questions help to place the novel in the realm of 
science fiction and with this in mind we read on.  The narrative focuses on 
Todd, who seems to be narrating his story as though to a 
listener.  He introduces BEN and CILLIAN before the narrative moves to the 
first mini crisis - the meeting with AARON which will lead in turn to the 
discovery of the hole in the noise, but not before a final question has been 
posed: who or what are Spackle?  
 
Areas of focus: 
 
Todd gives many indications that all is not the same as our world. Indeed 
the general level of tension created by Ness in this opening should lead us 
to expect a dystopian narrative.  It is worth taking time at this stage to 
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locate the features of the narrative which will reoccur throughout the 
novel. 

 RELATIONSHIPS:  Todd and Manchee seem to relate much as friends 
and indeed Manchee will be Todd's companion for much of the 
novel.  The creation of a world in which animals can be understood 
allows this relationship to be developed from both sides.  Manchee 
lacks imagination and seems fixated on poo and hunting squirrels, 
but his character allows some much needed humour to enter the 
text.   BEN and CILLIAN are evidently adults, though not all students 
will recognise the issue of gender here.  The characters of the pair 
are clearly differentiated and Todd seems to resent Cillian in 
particular who seems not to be easily pleased by Todd's lack of 
eagerness to preform chores. 

 AGE:  There is a different time cycle in operation.  On page 4 we 
learn that the year is comprised of 13 months on this planet and that 
Todd is approaching his thirteenth birthday.  This will emerge as a 
motif throughout the telling, and student should be able to spot the 
countdown which Ness inserts into the text without ever becoming 
clear about why this is so significant.  This technique is one of many 
which will develop tension since all the Prentisstown characters seem 
obsessed by Todd's developing adulthood.  Bizarrely, we read that he 
is the "youngest of the whole town" 9.8, and that there are no 
women in Prentisstown - two items of knowledge which are obviously 
related.  As yet we have no idea how or why and these truths will 
clarify as the tale continues.   

 NOISE:  If Todd can hear the thoughts of his dog and vice versa, this 
is a strange new world.  It becomes evident that all the men and 
animals can hear all the thoughts of each other.  On Page 5 Ness 
introduces Noise having capitalized the N to ensure that it is noted as 
a concept rather than as a common noun.  Later he alters the font to 
show Noise in action.  Students might like to play Noise games at 
some point as a means of exploring this idea and literary 
conceit.  There should be consideration at this point 
about whether or not Noise is a good thing.  "Noise reveals us all" 
7.5 could be a useful starting point here. 

 THREATS:  In the opening chapter, the harsh but humorous world of 
young Todd is interrupted by three threats:  AARON, SPACKLE and 
the unexplained Hole in the noise.  Aaron emerges suddenly, 
following a gentle reminder of Todd's age -embarrassed to have said 
"fuck" and needing to use only the "F" in retelling his story.  In a 
single long sentence, Todd is knocked to the ground by what will be 
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described as a "smiling fist" 7.2.  Aaron's noise is not only full of 
references to God and sacrifice, but also of images.  At this stage 
Ness does not allow these images to become clear, replacing them 
with Aaron's sermon 6.9. (The idea behind the intertextuality of 
Aaron's name will be addressed later).  SPACKLE are introduced on 
page 8.9 where they are linked with the dead things that live in the 
swamp, along with the crocs.  There is a sense both of a useful form 
of fertiliser and the unavoidable sense of the danger of the 
unknown.  The Spackle dwellings on P.12.4 offer no threat 
whatsoever - "melting blobs of tan-coloured ice cream" - yet once 
the hole has been discovered on P15; the threat of the possible 
return of the Spackle becomes evident.  Neither the hole nor the 
Spackle are explained at this point in the novel. 

As the chapter concludes, the discussion points are evident.  It might be 
profitable to consider a tension graph of the opening chapter as a means 
tom discussing its effectiveness and its structure, together with elements of 
the narrative which reflect childishness in Todd's narrative.  A discussion of 
setting can wait until a little more ground has been covered. 
 
 
CHAPTER 2: 
 
After the excitement and unanswered questions of chapter 1 there is little 
relief in chapter 2.  Here we are introduced to the wider setting of the 
novel and place Prentisstown into its context.  Surrounded by swamp and 
therefore cut off from any other society (if such exists) is a town of men, 
all waiting for the 13 year old Todd to become an adult?  The town has 
little of interest to the boy - the mayor Mr Prentiss has closed down the 
school in a move reminiscent of all totalitarian dictators - it is "detrimental 
to the discipline of our minds".  The town is at turns empty and threatening 
- some houses are said to be "worse than empty" but the phrase is never 
fully explained.  There is reference to a war which goes to explain the 
absence of women and the root of Mayor Prentiss' power before Ness 
produces a page of Noise to help to explain the town p21.  The noise is 
violent and angry, though the countdown "one month" is embedded within 
it as the reminder of the sword hanging above Todd's head.  A clear 
contrast is created between the animal noises of the swamp which appears 
threatening but which is a virtual paradise alongside the human Noise of 
the town.  We are introduced to the townsfolk, in particular Mr Prentiss Jr, 
the sheriff who is the mayor's son, barely 2 years older than Todd and 
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clearly in thrall of his father, although Todd states that he "took to his job 
right well" without obvious irony. 
 

 AGE continues to be a focus.  IN this chapter the references to ONE 
MONTH come thick and fast and we notice that even the men who 
are unrelated to Todd relate to him with this countdown in 
mind.  Ness withholds any further explanation and tension is 
developed under the narrative by this constant reference chain which 
starts on p.24.8.  Todd is isolated by his age and Ness uses both 
Aaron's references to "young Todd" and the sense that he is weighed 
down by the barrage of town noise to emphasise his comparative 
youth.   

 NOISE is used further to develop the contrast between the two 
settings of the swamp and the town.  In Chapter 1 Todd notes that 
swamp noise is "quieter than town" and based on curiosity as 
creatures try to figure out the potential threat of any intruder 
p.10.8ff, whereas now we read of the town noise -hideously violent 
and oppressive and based on knowledge - there are no secrets in 
this world.  Todd describes the noise and pictures as "lies, lies, lies." 
p22.4.  The passage on p 25.2ff restates Noise as a negative concept 
as Todd and Manchee pass the pub.  There is no doubt that Noise 
makes the town a dystopian setting. 

 MAYOR PRENTICE:  although unspecified, it is obvious that the 
mayor will play a large part in the development of Todd's life.  At this 
stage we know that he runs the town as a result of some unspecified 
bravery during the Spackle War; that his son is the second most 
powerful figure in the town; that he believes on gnomic sayings such 
as "I AM THE CIRCLE AND THE CIRCLE IS ME" which resonate in the 
same totalitarian register as his pronouncement of the closing of the 
school and the phrase first used by Aaron in chapter 1 - "if one of us 
falls we all fall".  Ness also suggests that he is planning some kind of 
"noise weapon" for a possible army - a clear threat to the 
relative stability of the world.  

 SETTINGS - to focus on the physical settings for the time being, it is 
good to notice that the swamp which appeared threatening and 
unpleasant in chapter 1 - full of death and potential violence - has 
been replaced by a home town which is even worse.  Here every 
building harbours threat and every noise is full of pain and 
anger.  This is a violent place and one so threatening that Todd, the 
only child feels that it is "hard to walk around the centre of town... 
cuz so much Noise is weighing on your shoulders" p25.6.  Students 
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should spend time at this stage working on recognising the features 
of the settings and how they relate to the narrative - engaging for 
the reasons behind Ness' choices. 

 
CHAPTER 3: 
Todd gets home and is at once shouted at and scolded by CILLIAN.  There 
is no respite yet!   Ben and Cillian are Todd's guardians and it is worth 
discussing the absence of women at this point.  There is no discussion of 
the nature of their relationship in the text, although we discover in chapter 
38 that the two men share a farm.  From Cillian's comments it is obvious 
that there is a very hard life being eked out, but Todd's unreliable 
narrative focuses only on how frustrated he feels to be constantly told off 
- despite the fact that in the first chapters we learn that he has been sent 
on an errand which he has conspicuously failed to complete.  He judges 
Cillian to be the "other one" as opposed to the "kind one", Ben p.30.6, and 
stalks off to find his second guardian.  He is oblivious to the worry 
and strain which is evident in all Cillian says and does.  Ben is described as 
totally different to all the men of the town - caring and kind - almost taking 
on the feminine that is missing from Todd's life.  From Ben Todd learns 
more about the Spackle and a song that will be a motif later in the book -
"early one morning...”  He also notices the countdown of “one month" 
intruding in their discussion.  Todd is about to tell his story in the 
comparative quiet of the field when Ness creates a new cliff-hanger by 
Cillian running towards the pair and Ben reacting to Todd's question with a 
curt and business like " we have to get you outta here, right now". 
 

 Students can be developing their awareness of the various lines of 
discussion as explored in earlier chapters, but this might be a good 
time to consider NARRATIVE VOICE and in particular, the 
UNRELIABLE NARRATOR.  Even allowing for Noise, there are times 
that Todd cannot know the thoughts behind the things said to 
him.  He is oblivious to Cillian's needs and focused solely on his 
apparent injustices, for example.  All narration in the first person is to 
some degree unreliable - the subjectivity of the narrator is too great 
to be ignored.  Student should take the time here to spot moment s 
in the story in which Todd's unreadability are evident - they should 
remember to look both at his subjective responses and also at his 
acceptance of all he has been told.  How much of the events before 
his birth or in his extreme youth can he possibly know? 
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Chapter 4: 
The two men are urgently planning for Todd's safety. The chapter opens 
swiftly and urgently with questions left unanswered and with Todd 
becoming increasingly panic stricken as his need to leave the town is 
discussed.  The events of the swamp - the hole in the noise - is the reason 
for the concern because Todd's noise will have broadcast this information 
throughout the town.  Ness gives no further explanation at this time.  The 
men make their final preparations for Todd's departure while Todd 
addresses the reader on the subject of noise.  A man with no filter on his 
noise is described as "CHAOS WALKING", a phrase which Ness has given to 
the whole trilogy.  Before any further information can be given, the action 
takes off again with the arrival of Davy Prentiss at the door.  After a brief 
fight there is an urgent struggle before Todd leaves, having been given a 
mysterious and forbidden book.  At the end of the chapter a paragraph 
suddenly describes Cillian's farewell.  Todd does not refer to LOVE, but 
here the idea is introduced for the first time as a theme to develop p47.5. 
 

 LOVE:  Todd does not understand Cillian and responds to the quieter 
and more openly affectionate Ben.  Only at the end of the chapter 
does the writing change in tone.  As Cillian looks at Todd, Todd 
notices a look to him "that is a bigger goodbye that it even seems" 
and this is reflected in his Noise.  Todd has no concept of love - the 
Noise from the townsfolk makes this obvious - and this is the first 
time he has been confronted with this novel emotion. 

 AGE is seen in the two reactions to the sheriff.  To Cillian he is 
"Davy", much to his chagrin, but to Todd he is, and will always be 
"Mr Prentiss Jr".  Todd's increasing panic is a symptom of his age as 
he is irrelevant to the planning of the two men, despite being such 
an obvious focus of attention.   

 By attacking Davy, Cillian has set in motion events that will only end 
at the end of the novel.  The authority of the Prentisses has been 
threatened and Todd is sent away, alone, to fend for himself with no 
plan other than to escape Prentisstown.  The stage is set for the rest 
of the plot, but first, there is the issue of escaping from the 
immediate surroundings of the town.  Through the swamp. 

Chapter 5: 
In the swamp, Todd's naivety is clear - "when am I coming back?" he asks 
Ben and the point is confirmed that he will not be back.  This naivety is 
another way in which Todd's youth and INNOCENCE is re-established.  As 
Ben explains his mother's book to him, we learn that Todd has no direct 
knowledge of the past and that he cannot read.  The map may be of use, 
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but the book will remain a secret for some time to come. On P.52, Ben 
opens up his noise and Ness uses an unusual structure in the page to 
represent the hesitancy of Ben in imparting this knowledge and the shock 
with which Todd receives the unimaginable.  The reader is told 
no details and the tension continues to rise.  At the end of the chapter he 
shows affection to Todd, and more importantly to Cillian as the gun shot is 
heard.  The theme of Love now has a focus not just on parental love, but 
also on the romantic love between adults.  Before Ben returns home, he 
hands Todd a hunting knife.  Great care is taken over the description of the 
knife and we are fully aware of its significance as the Knife of Never Letting 
Go.  It is a symbol of manhood in Todd's eyes and is the first of many 
symbols of the rite of passage to manhood. 
 

 A father /son or parental farewell gives the chapter a high emotional 
tone, although action is minimal.  Ben is evidently the lover of Cillian, 
but to Todd, who knows no different, there is nothing unusual in this 
man's world.    

 PRENTISSTOWN/THREAT - Ben's noise makes it clear that some 
form of ghastly atrocity took place at a point in the past which has 
led to the absence of women from this society.  Students should be 
asked to consider why Ness does not write about the atrocity in 
specific terms. 

 THREAT is now not only seen in the idea of uncontrolled Noise, but 
also in the idea of Todd being alone in his battle against the 
unknown. 

Chapter 6: 
After the emotion and inaction of chapter 5, chapter 6 is a fast paced 
chapter full of action leading to the shocking revelation of the truth of the 
"hole in the noise" - after 6 chapters, Ness' technique of withholding 
information comes to a powerful conclusion in the final sentence of the 
section.  Todd's childish innocence is shown in his magical dreaming of a 
triumphant return on page 57.5 and he and Manchee run through the 
swamp in their bid to escape. Crises develop - a croc attacks and is 
fortuitously killed by Todd - and the knife takes its first life, in an act of 
self-preservation; Aaron appears and is attacked by a croc after 
threatening Todd.  He is left in the mud by the narration and will reappear 
later in the narrative, at regular intervals.  I would like students to consider 
how effective this device is later in the novel.  Suddenly in the silence (!) of 
the spackle buildings, Todd sees the alien force that is the silence.  Ness 
introduces the idea of a spackle as the final delay before Todd's triumphant 
announcement that this is a "girl".  
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 SHOW DON'T TELL:  After delaying information for 6 chapters, Ness 
finally reveals the shocking truth of the answer to the first 
unanswered question of the novel.  In doing so he creates a huge 
cliff-hanger leading into Part 2, because the reader is quite 
comfortable with the male world hitherto described.  If there really 
are no women in this world, however, then this girl is as anomalous 
as a genuine alien - even the spackle would be less of a 
shock.   Students need to consider what other areas of the narrative 
show the same technique in the opening section. 

 AARON will appear throughout the novel at moments of crisis and it 
is evident that he is tracking Todd as a special fixation.  Whether this 
character is believable is worth discussion as the narrative develops. 

 STRUCTURE:  With the exception of Chapter 5, the action has been 
unrelenting in Part 1.  This is a tense and angry opening to the 
story.  At this point, I would like students to write a prediction of how 
Todd's journey will develop now that Viola has been introduced to 
the story. 

 

PART 2: Chapters 7-12 
 
Chapter 7 
Where Part 1 has focused on Todd, Part 2 will address VIOLA and the 
issues that arise as a result of her appearance.  In essence, she is the first 
real factor in Todd's developmental rite of passage - the repeated 
statement of "it was a girl" that opens the chapter, taken with the triplet 
she 
she  
SHE 
that is used on p. 68 to highlight the realisation of the fact that a young 
female is in front of him, draw attention to the enormity of the recognition 
of reality.  Todd never relinquishes his hold on the knife and he explores 
this new event.  There is humour in the fact that he recalls girls from his 
experience as being "small and polite and smiley" p68 as they are 
presented in the Noise of their fathers.  This girl is none of those 
things.  Todd is brought face to face with reality.  Whilst Todd tries to 
come to terms with this and Ness sets up new questions with which to 
tease the reader, he is surprised by Viola hitting him.  Another layer of 
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Noise is discovered - it allows people to creep up on one another.  This is 
interesting because it ought to be a negative but in the topsy-turvy world 
of this novel, it is a positive, as Todd will discover.  Todd has been 
surprised because of constant references to him weeping and being filled 
with sadness due to some sense of loss he cannot express and which is 
linked to the girl's silence.  As she hits him, he defends himself and cuts 
her hand.  Helping to repair this cut is one of the first real links between 
them.  She is plainly terrified and remains silent. During the chapter, 
Manchee loses interest in the girl, yet it is he who raises the alarm as the 
chapter ends and Aaron reappears. 
 

 LOVE/FRIENDSHIP:  from the moment she appears, it is clear that 
Viola has a huge impact on Todd.  Ness writes a reference chain 
using "girl" throughout the opening of the chapter to show the 
reader just how vital this information is to Todd.  He is deeply moved 
by her appearance- weeping and scared.  She has no Noise, but the 
bigger issue which Todd does not realise at this stage, is that she 
undermines everything upon which Prentisstown stands.  At first, the 
relationship is based on fear and misunderstanding - the pair hurt 
each other and fail to communicate, but they are a pair and students 
should consider the similarities between them both in character and 
situation. 

 INNOCENCE AND EXPERIENCE:  Todd's journey to adulthood takes a 
dramatic turn at this stage.  There is no sexual sub current, but Todd 
clearly comments about how he perceives the female journey to 
adulthood to function - "they become wives".   

 NOISE: A world with no Noise is a terrifying place for Todd and 
implies a lack of feeling, emotion and even of life when he finds 
it.  As the chapter develops, the silence becomes buried in the 
narrative - there is no noise and the pair become focused 
on each other to such an extent that it takes Manchee to alert them 
to Aaron's arrival.  Luckily for them, Noise means that it is not 
possible to sneak up unobserved.  We also notice in this chapter that 
Todd's thoughts are often expressed in the text.  We are privy to his 
noise.  Students could look at the sequence between pp. 72&74 and 
chart the difference between speech, narrative and noise. 

Chapter 8: 
Almost without a break the action explodes as the chapter opens.  Aaron 
has become a walking nightmare, horribly wounded by the croc and he is 
obviously more interested in the girl than Todd.  Slapping Manchee aside 
he enquires after "the sign" before running off after the fleeing 
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Viola.  Todd is quick to realise that Viola has significance for the town as a 
whole as he sets off to protect her.  He recognises the role of the girl as a 
possible sacrifice as we are let into Aaron's noise and see the fanaticism 
and violence it contains.  The scene which develops builds the idea which 
will haunt Todd and be of interest throughout the rest of the story:  Todd 
feels unable to kill Aaron in cold blood.  Aaron taunts him as a coward and 
as the chapter ends, Todd shares this negative portrayal of his character, 
"I am the biggest effing waste of nothing known to man" he cries.  This is 
of course based on his inability to kill.  The question which the reader will 
debate is whether this is a good or a bad character trait.  As Todd gains 
experience, he will discover that the secret behind the "fall" of the men of 
Prentisstown has more to do with embracing sin as a way of life than is at 
first envisaged. Todd's refusal to sin is a weakness in the eyes of Aaron, 
the town and himself.  How Viola responds is yet to be seen.  The knife is 
clearly personified as a "choice" as the pair continue to flee. 
 

 VIOLA as the SIGN:  Whilst this is as yet unexplained, Aaron's 
obsessive religious fanaticism shows us that the girl is seen as vital in 
his perverted view of religion.  Todd recognises this as a need for 
sacrifice, but Ness gives nothing away.  If Prentisstown is isolated 
out of choice, the appearance of a girl from the outside world would 
be a huge threat to the Prentiss' rule; however, quite how Aaron has 
interpreted or rewritten the scriptures is not certain.  His name is 
important at this stage.  IN the Old Testament, it is the high Priest 
Aaron who leads the Israelites in the worship of false Gods and Idols 
whilst Moses is being given the tablets of the 10 
Commandments.  The threat the Israelites' spiritual health is great, 
but Moses is able to overcome it.  IN this version, Aaron is able to 
rule uncontested. This example of Intertextuality in the choice of 
name should alert the reader to the existence of a world in which 
Christian norms are no longer observed and respected. 

 TODD'S COWARDICE will become a running motif.  For him, born 
and bred in Prentisstown, the inability to act without humanity is a 
weakness.  He is embarrassed and is certain that Viola will see him in 
a negative light because of this weakness.  His inability to read her 
Noise results in a barrier being built between the pair.  Todd cannot 
understand her thought processes and she is too scared to talk to 
him. It is important to discuss this ethical conundrum that Ness sets 
up by means of Todd's negativity about his own character here. 
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Chapter 9: 
 As they move off, Todd is tormented by his cowardice which he sees 
"flashing" as represented by the knife itself.  Despite the urgency of the 
situation and Todd's ability to read the map, Ness delays the narrative 
again to explain Viola's backstory.  Todd is led to the crash zone of her ship 
and eventually to the corpses of her parents.  Todd is unable to respond to 
them as parents and to see the parallels between him and Viola at this 
stage.  The fact that he is looking at the first and only woman he has ever 
seen is enough to leave him speechless.  It is Viola who leads the journey 
away from the site and into Chapter 10. 
 

 THE KNIFE links the two chapters - it is the focus of Todd's thoughts 
as we move into the new chapter where it is a visual representation 
of his perceived cowardice. He seeks to hide it, but not before Ness 
has reminded us that this is an alien world by referring to the moons 
which shine in the sky. 

 VIOLA and her parents.  It is important that the reader learns about 
Viola at this stage.  There is plenty that Ness has not yet revealed- 
not least her name - but it is time for her story to develop, and as it 
does she attains parity with Todd in the telling.  She will lead the 
narrative into the next chapter after allowing Todd to explore her 
past in a physical sense, by letting him into her tragedy.  Whilst Todd 
is stuck in his small world via the map, the reader realises that Viola 
is already on a much steeper path of growth than he.  Todd is 
shocked by the realisation that there is another place just a few miles 
from his home p87.1; Viola has come from another planet.  The two 
bodies are her parents, but Todd responds with the repeated idea of 
"the first woman I ever seen in the flesh" p 92.1, rather than with 
any sense of sympathy for the loss of her parents.  She enters the 
ship as the chapter ends and Todd and the reader long to follow her 
inside. 

Chapter 10:  
Todd's education continues apace as he begins to see how backward he is 
in terms of technology.  The ship produces a "campfire box" and packs of 
food.  Indeed, the chapter title "Fire and Food" reflects the importance of 
this.  We are reminded that fire can be seen as the gift of the gods, for 
which Prometheus was punished when he stole it from Olympus, and also 
that the ability to make and control fire was one of the first steps taken 
towards civilisation by our distant ancestors.  The attack of the cassor bird 
is introduced to break the ice further. The whole scene is not without 
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threat at first, but after a while Todd sees Viola smile and the eventual 
vomiting of the cheese is an incident designed to dispel much of the 
tension from earlier scenes.  The chapter ends with Todd recognising the 
potential danger of her position, and realising that whilst she is silent to 
him, she may well be able to hear all he is thinking.  Since in his 
upbringing, the story of the germ which killed all women came from the 
spackle and has never gone away, Todd suddenly prophesies Viola's 
fate.  This cliff-hanger ends the chapter. 
 

 The PAIR: LOVE/FRIENDSHIP At the end of the chapter, Viola has 
smiled and the pair are sharing belongings and working as a 
team.  As they stand on a hill looking through Viola's binos, Todd 
muses on the strange feeling of not being able to share Noise.  At 
102.8, Ness alters the narrative so that Todd speaks directly to the 
reader - as usual we are addressed as though we are form the same 
background as he is - and questions the significance of Noise and the 
world of his parents.  It is this thought process that leads to the 
realisation that, as a visitor form another world, Viola must certainly 
die.  Ness uses his now familiar broken lines in sequence to suggest 
the fragmented and urgent thought process of Todd.  Because we 
can read his noise, there is no need for explanation of the “I said, I 
thought" variety.  We hear his Noise and the opening of chapter 11 
shows that she does as well.  At this point students should revisit the 
Noise tables made at the opening of the process of study either form 
this module or the screencast posted on my blog: 
jwpblog.wordpress.com 

 STRUCTURE:  just as with Chapter 5, this is a chapter that has little 
"action" and a great deal of information to process.  It is vital that 
the pair are given time to begin to relate to one another and Ness 
achieves this during the chapter before racing away at the end with 
Todd's realisation.  In a Section which focuses on Viola to some 
extent, we notice how Todd seems at quite a disadvantage in his 
dealings with "the girl". He has much to learn. 

Chapter 11: 
My subtitle for this chapter is "problems with Noise" and it is certainly a 
focus of the writing.  In fast moving semi-dialogue the chapter opens with 
Todd trying to comfort Viola and explain his error. As he tries, so his 
subconscious betrays him so that on p. 107.6 he lets the reality of the 
contagion intrude into his "clean" thoughts.  The pair are engaged in a 
game of chase both physically and mentally as Todd tries to reassure Viola 
and also to address their position.  Typically for the young man that he is, 
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he apportions blame: "This ain't fair” p. 107.9ff and is forced to confront 
the unfortunate truth that he cannot read - another example of his 
innocence and youth.  On 108/9 he tries to work out the writing on the 
map.  It is a good moment to ask if any of the students have worked out 
the cryptic message since Ness will not reveal it until p.141.2. The pair fail 
to communicate, Todd shouting and Viola rocking, before Todd walks off 
on his own, retracing their steps.  As he finds her bag, he is aware of a 
distant Noise and the threat becomes evident again.  Ness delays the 
announcement of the pursuit until the last possible moment and I will 
ask students to identify the manner in which tension is developed on pp. 
112/113 as a means to connecting with the technique of Show - Don't Tell. 
 

 LOVE/FRIENDSHIP:  The relationship as at rock bottom in this 
chapter.  The pair cannot communicate and in the dialogue that 
opens the chapter, only one voice is heard.  Viola responds simply by 
moving away.  Todd is driven to such depths of frustration and 
despair that he loses his cool and shouts - indicated by the 
capitalisation at Viola who wraps herself in her arms and sits 
rocking.  Todd leaves her alone and although the use of her Binos on 
p.112, "powerful binos", suggests by the simple two word line that 
Todd is still impressed by Viola, there seems to be little connection. 

 STYLE: It may be useful to look at Ness' style at this point, and 
particularly his use of very short lines and repetition to emphasise 
feelings or actions.  Students should look back through the text to 
spot these sections and discuss the effect on the reader of such 
style.  What do they think is Ness' intention when writing like 
this?  How does such writing make them feel?  Which words or 
phrases gain strength from this stylistic conceit? 

Chapter 12: 
The Bridge not only gives the chapter its name and the key event, but also 
explains the function of this chapter in terms of the narrative as a 
whole.  Once across the bridge and safe, the pair really have moved into 
the next section of the book and their lives.  Contact will be made with 
adults from a new town and the pair will feel safe for a short while. At the 
opening, Ness produces several ideas at once - the size of the pursuit and 
the power of the mayor to hold the pursuit together.  He also reintroduces 
Aaron, who, it seems, is almost indestructible and in possession of 
superhuman faculties.  Todd is immediately seized by doubts and blames 
himself for this reappearance and the theme of Innocence and Experience 
is revisited.  The tension is increased steadily before Todd explodes in rage 
at the impotence of his knife when trying to cut down the bridge.  As his 
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rage grows, he reverts to Prentisstown Male mode and blames Viola for all 
their troubles.  He is close to striking her when his conscience 
intervenes.  Rather than strike Viola, he punches his own face, several time 
sin a moment that stands clearly for his decision not to follow the 
Prentisstown model.  Possibly realising that Todd is a spent force at this 
moment, Viola sacrifices her fuel pack to bring the bridge down in a great 
explosion.  The pair escape with the threats of Mayor Prentiss ringing loud 
in their ears. 
 

 STYLE:  This is an excellent chapter to work on tension and a sense 
of danger.  Sentences are often short and our 
senses, particularly hearing, are used to propel the action forward, 
yet Ness, as ever, delays events by stopping to drink or by allowing 
the reader to read Todd's Noise and his surprise and realisation when 
he spots the path and the road.  Much use is made of the short line 
technique explored earlier, and the excitement is whipped up until 
the conclusion with its onomatopoeia and destruction.  At the end of 
the chapter a new use is made of the short lines.  They provide relief 
and release as the chapter ends with the girl announcing that her 
name is "Viola".   

 VIOLA:  The choice of name is important and links through 
intertextuality to Shakespeare's Twelfth Night.  Viola is immediately 
given several attribute:  resourceful, loving, proud, in danger, clever, 
kind, faithful and lost after shipwreck, believing her family to be 
dead.  Ness has placed the name at the end of the section for 
maximum impact as it represents the moment when Viola finally 
begins to trust Todd.  Once the new section begins, their relationship 
has developed a little further.  Though she will not yet trust him fully, 
she seems aware that her fate is intertwined with his. 

 INNOCENCE:  If innocence represents Todd, the child, then his 
uncontrolled outburst on pp. 122 /123 is an indication that this is still 
his current emotional state.  As a child might, he apportions blame 
everywhere but on himself, he screams at Viola and threatens to 
attack her, yet stops himself.  He will harm himself rather than harm 
her and at this moment he has begun to mature.  Although unable to 
articulate his thoughts clearly in speech, his body has acted for him 
and violence is resisted. 

 THE MAYOR: it is obvious here that the mayor has influence over his 
men.  Todd refers back to the chanting heard in the town and the 
sense is of some form of cult, rather than of a leader chosen by his 
people.  Davy Prentiss is noticed and given the formal address which 
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Todd uses, indicating his youth, before Todd realises that Ben and 
Cillian are absent.  His response is curiously understated at this 
point.  He "swallows for a sec" before the urgency of the situation 
takes over once again. One of the group is Aaron - mutilated beyond 
repair and seemingly able to see over great distances.  The role of 
this figure is unclear, and I want students to think ahead and predict 
what will happen to Todd and Viola and also how Aaron will impact 
the story. 

 
 

PART 3 Chapters 13-19 
Chapter 13 

 
Titled "Viola", this chapter marks a shift from the constant action of the 
first two sections and gives focus to Viola as the second protagonist 
figure.  Now that she is named, she develops some leadership over 
Todd and also begins to act as a device for showing how little has 
developed on New World.  Todd seems fascinated by her new persona 
and is almost left behind as she leads the pair away from the 
bridge.    He does not understand the emotional pull he feels towards 
Viola and can only describe it in terms of sorrow.  Although the pair 
have crossed into new territory, the landscape is still harsh and 
unforgiving - "anything you might want to touch here would cut 
you".  Viola is practical and heals Todd's wounds with material much 
advanced from that which he used earlier on her - synthetic skin in the 
form of a plaster. Ness uses Viola to fill in gaps in the narrative relating 
to her time in the swamp and she informs the reader about being 
discovered by Aaron and being kept in the spackle buildings.  This 
introduces the subject of the spackle wars and Todd is able to offer his 
back story - the Prentisstown educated version of the spackle war and 
Noise.  As far as he is aware, there are no more spackle left on the 
planet.  Having shared their stories, Viola states the message Todd had 
failed to read on the map on p 109.1.  Here on p.139.9 she states 
simply "you must warn them".  Todd's response is predictably defensive 
but before the pair can argue they are interrupted by the device which 
will move the narrative to the next chapter - the arrival of a figure with 
a rifle. 
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 VIOLA:  It is time for students to work on the character of Viola in 
some way.  In this chapter we see her as resourceful and confident 
in a way not yet seen.  She takes control at the opening of the 
chapter and we begin to be aware of her technological superiority 
over Todd.  It is also clear she can read and she upsets Todd when 
she shows that she has worked out that he is not able to do 
so.  Given that the chapter is mainly filling gaps, it can be read as 
HWK with class time devoted to working on character maps. 

 
 TODD AS NARRATOR:  Whilst neither child is wholly reliable, 

students should question Todd's historical knowledge.  Where do his 
"facts" come from?  This will be tested in the chapters which follow 
and should be addressed at this stage. 
 

 LOVE/FRIENDSHIP:  Readers should note that Todd is entranced by 
Viola's lips on p 132.3.  Ness draws attention to the lips as an 
unconscious response on Todd's part to the arrival of a pretty girl in 
his life.  The relationship is complicated on p133/134 as Todd follows 
the silent girl and feels a sense of loss so strong he wants to 
weep.  Is it the silence or the realisation of what has been denied 
him which hurts so much?  Ness does not dwell on this and allows 
the pair to move on though Todd seems genuinely embarrassed and 
is unable to meet her eyes on p.135.2.  He is aware of his coming 
maturity and the countdown continues at the same time. 
 

Chapter 14: 
The chapter opens by focusing on the gun, even to the extent of being 
personified and speaking as Ness delays the shock of discovery that the 
new character is a woman.  So shocked is Todd that his narrative does 
not immediately adopt the female personal pronoun, but retains "He's a 
woman". The children are referred to as "pups" which is never really 
explored before they are led towards a new location - the farm on the 
edge of a settlement. In essence, this is Todd's mission completed, but 
the atmosphere is still strong with threat and the unexplained.  For the 
first time, Todd hears tales of Prentisstown - although never spoken 
outright - and we learn that the town has been isolated for a "decade or 
so".  The fact that Hildy left the bridge up out of "hope" should alert us 
to the idea that Prentisstown needs saving in some way.  From the 
outset, Hildy is linked with Ben and Cillian by Ness and as the chapter 
continues, her role as a caring adult becomes clearer, though this 
frightens Todd.  Believing himself to carry the germ he feels that he 
should not go with the women.  This reluctance and fear causes him to 
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upset Viola again and he returns to a childish mind-set - "it ain't fair" as 
he follows the pair to the farm.  The chapter ends with 
another surprise for him: The appearance of an old man   -Tam - who 
also has Noise.  The implications are not discussed in this chapter, 
but students should be asked to discuss the implications of this 
discovery on Todd's understanding of Noise, the germ and spackles. 
  
 HILDY AND VIOLA: Partly because of his fear of infecting the pair 

and partly because he cannot control his Noise, Todd upsets 
Viola.  Hildy is helping them both, but Todd sees this as a chance for 
Viola to leave him behind.  She seems as though she will do so on 
p.148.6 and his hurt and mystification is evident.  For the first time 
he sees Viola as an individual.  Even Manchee seems to side with 
Hildy and this sparks off the childish response referred to above.  On 
p.149, as he tires, his thought process becomes fragmented and we 
read of his questions as he tries to make sense of the new life in 
front of him.  His road to maturity is not an easy one. 

  
Chapter 15 
The title, "brothers in suffering" should prepare the reader for what is to 
come.  I have named this chapter "truths" and it begins to provide 
truths to Todd about all that he held as "fact".  An alert reader may 
have recognised the Noise is linked to Prentisstown rather than to the 
spackles and will be prepared for Tam's revelations.  As ever, Ness 
delays information but provides hints that Todd is incorrect in his 
assumptions and this technique again ensures readers progress, as we 
all want to get to the bottom of this mystery.  We learn that there is no 
cure and that "Haven" is working on one.  We also read of Tam 
suppressing information in his Noise in response to Todd's Spackle 
war/Noise theory.  Once again the threat of the chasing men is brought 
up, and now Tam adds another mystery “There’s more than bridges 
being out that'll keep men on that side of the river" p.157.4.  This idea 
is not developed yet, but will be important as the pair continue their 
journey.  Once they arrive at the farm house Todd's sense of being 
displaced only increases as Viola and Hildy discuss the technical 
specification of what ship was made into the house whilst Todd can only 
relate it to the more romantic notion of a swan.  The fairy tale 
connotations of swan princes and so on are relevant here, but should 
not be dwelt upon.  What matters is that Todd feels as though he and 
Viola have drifted completely apart. The biggest truth is revealed at the 
end of the chapter - thousands of new settlers are fast approaching the 
New World. 
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 NOISE:  Tam allows further discussion of this topic now in the sense 

that Todd seems to have the wrong idea.  It may be inconvenient, 
but it is not fatal to women and he carries no germ which will harm 
the women.  This begs the question, as yet unposed, of what did kill 
the females in Prentisstown.  Tam has learned to suppress his Noise 
from time to time, but the question begins to torment Todd - "how 
can this be true?" he asks on p. 155.3 but Tam tells him nothing. 
"This is not the place for it" is the response.  All he does learn is that 
a "whole number of things went sour" in Prentisstown around a 
decade previously.   

  
The three following chapters may be taken together and followed by a 
class discussion activity which mimics the discussion in the town hall. 
 
CHAPTER 16: 
As the chapter opens, Todd has to come to terms with the idea of a 
space fleet leaving a ruined and angry Old World for the New, despite a 
64 year journey.  He realises that since New World has only been 
colonised for 23 years, Viola's fleet left long before "his" fleet 
arrived.  Viola, having been born in flight of two "caretakers" is now 
enjoying her first taste of life on any planet.  Todd is again easily 
distracted by a childish fantasy of life on a spaceship p.163.8/164.3.  He 
is so engrossed that he fails to recognise Viola's hurt as she remembers 
her parents and on 165.5 she is able to express her upset at his 
constant thoughts of her as an empty vessel.  She accuses him of 
wanting to dump her and to his response replies "no, I'm being normal". 
Todd is surprisingly calm and Hildy takes the two tired children to 
bed.  Once again they argue before Todd moves to sleep in a different 
room.  The root of the argument is once again Todd's wounded pride 
when Viola makes it clear that his inability to read is a hindrance to their 
quest.  He has a poor night's sleep, riddled with nightmares before 
being woken by Hildy for breakfast.   As they group discuss the future 
and Todd learns that Prentisstown once had a different name, Todd and 
Viola share a moment of thought and the rift is healed.  The calm of the 
close is shattered, however, when Todd whispers to Manchee the name 
Prentisstown.  From that point the quiet Noise around latches onto the 
word and a man steps forward to threaten them.  The cliff-hanger 
closes the chapter. 
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CHAPTER 17:  
Matthew is as big as an ox and brandishing a machete.  Todd 
immediately goes for his knife and the notion of a "Prentisstown man" is 
repeated throughout the opening paragraphs.  There is obviously some 
notion that makes it impossible for a Prentisstown man to enter the 
village and we should remember Tam's comment from Ch. 15.  As 
Matthew seems to threaten Viola Todd leaps between them surprising 
even himself p.176.2 "Now how do you suppose that happened?" he 
asks.  Surely he is protecting the girl he loves.  Suddenly Mathew bursts 
into tears - an unexpected reaction and the tension is diffused for a 
moment.  There are more references to Todd's ignorance of the history 
of Prentisstown before Hildy describes the children as "innocent as 
lambs" - they are still in a state of ignorance of so many things and are 
also fragile and weak.  Matthew leaves and the journey through the 
town continues, alluding to trade with other settlements and building s 
wholly different to those of Prentisstown.  This idea is focused on the 
church and the contrast is made strongly p.179.5.  The last shock is the 
first sight of children- intriguing to Todd and a mark of normality and 
also of vulnerability for the town.  The chapter concludes with Francia's 
fear of the army which approaches.  The past is beginning to catch up 
with Farbranch. 
  
CHAPTER 18:  
The chapter continues without pause with the question of pursuit.  It 
seems that the people of Farbranch have a clear idea of what to expect 
from Prentisstown.  The children are sent to bed, but not before there 
are indications that they are able to work as a team - they share 
opinions and thoughts.  The next day the level of subsistence farming 
required is made clear and Viola enquires about sending a message to 
her ship - only to be disappointed to learn that all communication is 
impossible.  The individual settlements do not even talk to one 
another.  Todd is placed to work in a barn, undertaking menial labour 
and is upset by this perceived insult before he hears from his overseer 
of the meeting to decide the fate of the pair.  His overseer is a man 
named Ivan who seems wary of him, though not outwardly hostile.  It is 
interesting that any decision will be made as a result of a democratic 
process. At the end of the day Todd is returning to the barn and 
chatting to Manchee about the wary and suspicious attitude of the 
village when a new threat emerges.  Having created a calm mood, Ness 
introduces as threat in the Noise which ends the chapter. 
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 VIOLA:  In this chapter Viola's hope that her people might arrive is 
thwarted.  On 188.1 her open emotion is so powerful 
that Todd again feels anguish without being aware of the cause.  He 
hears Hildy explain that there is no communication with the 
space ships and, more interestingly that individual settlements have 
no communication.  This will have a huge impact on the narrative as 
it unfolds.  Viola has now lost her parents and any hope of being 
"rescued" by her own people.  It is clear from 188.9 that she is 
intelligent and fully understands the intricacies of travel in a manner 
that would be lost on the farmers and settlers of New World.  We 
might also notice that in this world, 24 weeks is seven months. 

  
 STYLE: The narrative has calmed considerably.  The content is now 

developed of discussion and explanation as the two children have 
reached comparative safety.  What was threat is now a sub-current 
of worry and fright.  It is only at the end of the chapter that Ness re-
establishes the dramatic and exciting tone by the final sentence - the 
Noise "ye ain't going nowhere, boy".  This quotation is a shock 
coming at the end of a passage in which Todd and Manchee have 
been discussing their future and behaving in a manner close to 
normality.  The cliff-hanger caused drags the reader into Chapter 19. 
 

CHAPTER 19: 
The title again links the knife to the actions that may have to be 
undertaken.  The idea of the knife having choices is already established 
and the personification of the knife in this way is an idea to track and 
discuss.  At the opening the threat is immediate and strong.  Ness uses 
the sound of Manchee's barking and the surprising beauty of the moons 
glinting off the machete to set a scene.  It is clear that Matthew holds 
Todd responsible for some unspecified action and that Todd has no idea 
what is being discussed. On 199.8 Ness again uses the device of 
withholding to great effect.  It is far more powerful to let the reader 
imagine the sights that Matthew sees, rather than to try to describe the 
indescribable.  In the fight which follows it is Manchee who is wounded, 
trying to protect Todd and his pain is highlighted by his "confused and 
scared" barks of Todd's name.  Simple questions hoping that Todd will 
have the answers.  The knife becomes an instrument of action and once 
again Todd can use it to disarm and escape rather than to kill.  It is 
interesting that he has recognised Mathew's hesitation as relating to his 
own inability to kill.  There seems to be a definite idea that "goodness" 
will stop the men from committing murder but this is not discussed at 
this stage as the chapter moves swiftly onto the attack of the 
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Prentisstown army and the flight of the children, having decided to 
escape rather than to wait and see what turns up.  The pair agree to 
leave together although there seems to be tension between them, but it 
is Viola who holds out the olive branch "if we went together..." 
p.208.2.The chapter ends with a repetition of the withheld information 
about the events in Prentisstown and the establishment of the fact that 
an army is approaching.  The triplet of short lines with the repetition of 
the idea of "an army. / A whole army" in the device called Anaphora 
ending the section strongly and leading directly into Section 4. 

 
 At this half-way stage students should recap and possibly undertake 

a writing task to explore Ness' narrative style.  An idea might be 
around the development of Todd's maturity or work around Viola as 
a sympathetic character.  Whatever is undertaken, it is certainly time 
to regroup and discuss the narrative in a variety of ways:  tension 
graphs, beginnings and endings, the significance of the sections 
themselves...  A summary would also be useful at this point, as 
would a series of predictions - not least about what really did happen 
at Prentisstown. 

 
 

PART 4 chapters 20-25 
 
In the second half of the novel, Todd's journey to adulthood continues as 
he is forced to consider his true nature with regards to killing a man.  He 
has to accept that his past life may well be based on lies and to accept that 
what he sees as weakness may well be his strength. 
 
Chapter 20:  
The opening of the section moves the action on seamlessly and with new 
energy.  Using dialogue and rhetorical questions, Ness maintains energy 
and tension helped by the device of having only one pair of binos for the 
two children - they need to ask the questions that the reader wants to be 
answered.  As Todd recognises the whole of the town, questions 
arise:  where are Cillian and Ben and how does the mayor seem to control 
the men so easily?  The discussion is delayed for another time, as Todd 
and Viola set off, led by Manchee.  Their path is blocked by a fork and 
choosing the "path less travelled" they continue to head for Haven - a 
place of safety and the hope that remains.  They discuss Farbranch and 
recognise that they are essentially outcasts.  Although there is a need to 
"warn" everyone they meet, they can see that they played a role in the 
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destruction of Farbranch.   At the end of the chapter Viola gives Todd the 
gift of her surname - the two are equals and an echo is established of the 
formality of the wedding service as the pair state their full names. 

 SHOW DON'T TELL: The opening pages are a good example 
here.  The narration is happening at some distance from the action 
and via a pair of binoculars.  It is utterly natural that the pair should 
question each other and that the responses might not be full of 
detail.  The reader is in the same position as Viola as all the men are 
named and given their brief descriptions - information is suggestive 
of character and it requires Viola to make some sense of it all - in a 
later chapter.  Here the tension is maintained by Viola's urgent 
summonses to leave as Todd is transfixed by the events he sees 
unfolding. 

 INTERTEXTUALITY:  The Road Less Travelled - FROST should be 
read at this point as a means of focusing the discussion of the 
choices facing the pair p.218.3 

 LOVE of family:  On p.220.8 Todd seems to pray, invoking his family 
name, shortly after recognising the fact that his guardians may well 
be dead.  At this point he recognises the "greatness" of Cillian and 
links the two men with his birth parents a she says "I am the 
son..."  Viola hears his thoughts and offers him her family name - 
Eade - as the two create another bond between them.  Since this is 
Todd's story, we do not hear Viola's thoughts and students should be 
asked to consider her motivation at this point. 

Chapter 21:  
 The two children continue to rub each other up the wrong way and to 
discover just how much there is to learn in their new lives.  The chapter 
opens with a discussion of Noise and moves to a series of short incidents 
which serve to put Viola in a "higher" position, much to Todd's 
discomfort.  Instead of explaining to her how the silence of her Noise 
makes him feel, Todd allows the resentment to build up. 

 LOVE/FRIENDSHIP:  from the opening of the chapter there is tension 
between the pair.  Todd feels that Viola is intruding by hearing his 
Noise and his fragile self-esteem is hit by her constant correcting of 
his pronunciation.  The more "advanced" Viola is in turn irritated by 
Todd's touchiness and does not understand the effect of her silence 
which is explained to the reader but not to her p.223.6.  

 LOVE/FAMILY:  For the first time, Todd is able to think about his 
parents and specifically his Ma.  ON p.232.5 this thinking makes his 
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"chest heavy" and he puts the book away.  He cannot read it, but is 
finally allowing himself to investigate his feelings about it.  

 SETTLERS:  This chapter puts the ideas behind settlement to the 
test.  Whatever the rationale on departure, the Prentisstown settlers 
and others of the same period have not made a great success of 
things - at least in the eyes of Viola - of the next generation.  They 
have failed to build and develop the settlements to encourage links 
with the old world and have failed to generate any real sense of 
community.  These ideas will be explored in the coming chapters in 
a variety of ways.  It is worth noting, however, as Todd points out, 
that she does not "know nothing about settler's lives" p.235.7.  This 
opens the way for the tension that ends the chapter and introduces 
the second countdown. 

CHAPTER 22: 
 The "sea of things" of the title turn out to be wild animals, indigenous to 
the planet.  They serve as a useful reminder of how insignificant the 
human settlers are in this world and also to add to the list of things that 
Todd simply does not know about his home.  The isolation of Prentisstown 
has resulted in a deep ignorance about his own world.  His eyes are 
opening.  It is also worth noting that as Mayor Prentiss has introduced the 
idea of the Circle as a supportive group society, the same could be seen 
here in a positive light.  These "cows" seem to be utterly united and 
uniform in thought - a mirror of the Prentisstown army perhaps.  The 
chapter also introduces Wilf, another inhabitant. Seemingly alone, Wilf 
again offers help with no requirement of payment acting as the antithesis 
of the Prentisstown model.   

 LOVE/FAMILY:  P 237-240 discuss the animals and the feelings they 
bring out in Todd.  Student should look carefully at these pages and 
comment on the ideal family that Todd is able to construct from their 
Noise and the single word "here".  The language is figurative yet 
uncertain as Todd is trying to deal with ideas that he has never really 
considered before.  The most important idea here is how peaceful 
the animals are, despite their size and quantity.  Wilf is concerned for 
the children's safety but only from the size of the animals.  His gun is 
not for use against them.  This seems to be a very peaceful animal 
and is being used to foreshadow the first Spackle meeting of two 
chapters hence. 

 NOISE:  the pair use the Noise of the beasts to allow them to talk 
unheard.  Todd is confused by Viola's mimicry, which he considers to 
be lying and we read his thoughts, not as Noise, but as direct 
speech.  The conversation touches on Aaron and his behaviour at the 
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swamp.  Todd is genuinely concerned, his question "did he... did he 
hurt you" p.245 somehow suggesting greater intimacy than merely 
wondering about the infliction of pain.  The pair are growing steadily 
closer, until Viola introduces the reference to the Prentisstown idea 
"if one of us falls, we all fall" p.245.5.  At the moment, they have no 
idea what this means.  Students should be asked to note it and to 
discuss it in the light of the scene in which it appears.  Hopefully, the 
idea of the herd mirroring the Prentisstown army will emerge. 

 STRUCTURE:  The chapter is an oasis in which the two explore ideas 
about home, peace and rest.  The song of the herd acts as a barrier 
between them and the realities of the life behind and ahead.  As it 
ends, the action will pick up again and a dramatic force will drive the 
reader well into section 5 and beyond.  This really is the last true rest 
in the whole novel, coming at roughly the half way mark. 

CHAPTER 23: 
The previous chapter ends on a short single sentence paragraph to warn of 
the serious nature of the turn in the narrative.  The Section of the book 
ends with three set piece meetings.  The first is with Davy Prentiss Jr who 
is introduced by his Noise as the pair try to clear up.  In the fight which 
follows Todd is again saved by Viola having failed to strike the decisive 
blow.  This "weakness" will be discussed in this chapter.  More is learned of 
the reality of the Prentisstown model of government and life before the 
group escaped, bloodied as the chapter ends. 

 TODD is still unable to address Davy as anything other than "Mr 
Prentiss Jr" suggesting both his continued youth and the power of 
the Prentisstown legacy within him.  He is already at a disadvantage 
therefore when they fight.  His perception of himself as the weaker 
combatant will prevent him acting decisively.  His feelings for Viola 
are made clear by his response to Davy's obscene joke about his 
"little lady" p. 254.1 where Ness describes the "pictures that ooze out 
"of his Noise - the verb clearly suggesting the sexual nature of his 
comment.  As the pair try to escape in a long and convoluted 
sentence (p.255.1), they are separated.  Ness is careful not to 
interpret the look that passes between the two to ensure the tension 
is maintained.  Todd is captured and once Manchee has been kicked 
into the woods, he is alone.  Prentiss sums up the Prentisstown ideal 
"Dogs is dogs, and women turn out to be dogs too". As the pair fight, 
we learn one more fact - Mayor Prentiss is interested only in 
Todd.  The idea of needing to ensure that no innocent escapes 
Prentisstown is once again stated.  Using the device of the short lines 
and repetition which has become familiar, Ness draws out the climax 
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of the fight and Todd's inability to strike the killing blow.  He is 
disarmed and the chapter ends with the sense of Todd cursing his 
own lack of worth and Prentiss poised to kill. 

CHAPTER 24: 
With no break, the action continues but the reader focuses on Todd's train 
of thought: "I deserve it" p.261.  Once again he is tormented by what he 
feels is his weakness and his inability to act like a man.  This sense will 
have a crucial bearing on the events that follow in chapter 25, but at 
present simply add to the picture of Todd that is developing as a damaged 
child trying to rebuild a life from the carnage that is all he knows. 
 

 TODD AND VIOLA:  While Todd is lost in self-pity, Viola re-emerges 
from the woods and addresses Prentiss harshly -" Step back... I'm 
warning you" p.262.9.  Ness delays the actual moment of her 
triumph by allowing Davy time to crow about her apparent failure 
before revealing the reason for Viola's absence from the 
narrative.  She has sacrificed any chance of contacting her ships by 
saving Todd's life.  Essentially she has made a sacrifice of her 
immediate future out of love for Todd.  On 264.2 the crisis is 
reached.  Todd reacts angrily when she says he "is not a killer" and 
cannot see that this is meant kindly and as a token of 
approval.  Eventually she makes him realise that he is being sought 
precisely because he is not a killer - "if one falls" takes on a new 
meaning here.  To a society as corrupt as that of Prentisstown, the 
fall conveys not a descent into sin, but the opposite - rising again as 
virtuous and sin free. Viola is clear that the intention of the army is 
to ensure that Todd becomes a killer and is not seen to be "good" in 
any sense. 

 Despite this, Todd's thoughts show us on p.269.3 that he still sees a 
necessity in being a killer - after all if he was one, he rationalises, he 
would have saved the pair a long time ago and protected Ben and 
Cillian to boot.  This thought process is vital to recognise as we enter 
chapter 25.  Ness produces the second of the three threats to end 
the chapter.  The Spackle is end-loaded for maximum effect and little 
notice is taken of the utterly peaceful location and setting in which 
he is found. 

CHAPTER 25: 
Todd's thoughts are swift -single lines and jumbled words as the ideas 
jostle in his head. As he says "you might as well just crumple up the world 
I know, and throw it away" p.271.9.  His thoughts are impelling him to 
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action and in all too short a time he has murdered the Spackle whilst 
providing enough self-justification to avoid any hesitation this time.  He 
cannot avoid the feeling of guilt, however, nor can he avoid the 
remonstrance of Viola.  The fight has seen Todd realise that the Spackle is 
weak, but ultimately has seen Todd stab the alien as much out of 
self defence as anything else. The importance of the moment is conveyed 
in the single line which recounts the moment of murder: "and I punch the 
knife into his chest” p.274.9.  Ness also shows the recognition of murder 
by means of the colour of the blood and the revulsion of the moment by 
the sounds described in the moment of stabbing. 
This is moment of great importance.  Although revolted by his actions, 
Todd is forced to fall back on the Prentisstown War Myth to justify his 
action.  To Viola, however, the truth is too plain to see and she is clearly in 
anguish and fear as she regards this new Todd.  Only the fear of 
encroaching Noise prevents her from leaving him alone in the wood and it 
is at this moment, when Todd is at this weakest, that Ness reintroduces 
Aaron as the third great test.  The end is swift and savage.  Todd's 
narration ends with the sight of Aaron's arm descending to strike him dead. 

 QUESTIONS:  
  Why did Todd kill the Spackle? 
 How is his action linked to his feeling of self-loathing? 
 Why is Viola so anguished at this point? 
 What might we read into Todd's reaction to the killing? 
 What significance is there in the cloth with which Aaron covers 

Viola's mouth and nose before stabbing Todd? 
 Why is Aaron killing Todd - how does this tie in with the message 

given by Davy? 

 

Part 5 chapters 26-31 
 
Chapter 26: 
Todd is now alone and Ness works to show his train of thought in an 
opening full of variation of font, capitalisation and an array of short, sharp 
sentences. His thoughts focus on Viola and the Spackle and these two 
points will dominate his mind for the whole section.  Through p 284 the 
suspense is maintained with ellipses to suggest narrative gaps or physical 
blackout and the questioning of Manchee as Todd strives to make sense of 
his new position.  Ness delays continuing the story for three pages until on 
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p.286.2 we learn of the knife in Todd's back and the role of his mother, in 
the form of the book, in protecting him.  Todd's state of mind is shown by 
the parenthetical references to the killing of the spackle (286.6) and the 
pain is conveyed convincingly before Todd starts to question his immediate 
future.  He questions Aaron's motives, the possible closeness of Mayor 
Prentiss and Viola's situation and in doing this Ness ensures that the reader 
recaps their knowledge of the text and engages in the next stage of Todd's 
quest - the altogether more intimate search for Viola. On p.288.8 Todd 
recalls in his delirium a snatch of an old folk song from the old world.  As 
yet the significance is not plain, but it serves to remind him of Ben and also 
of Viola - "o never leave me".  The pain and the laborious nature of 
everyday tasks is reflected in the complex sentences of p.289.8 before 
Todd, the spackle always on his mind sets off to find Viola.  He is ill and in 
pain and would shortly get lost were it not for his new companion.  It is 
Manchee who leads the way, in short excited paragraphs as the pair set off 
together.  

 TODD:  Angst and pain.  We see Todd's neurosis about killing the 
spackle all over the opening of this chapter.  He will carry this guilt 
for the rest of the text, alongside his affection for Viola.  Manchee, 
who has been largely forgotten, becomes his new companion 
and students should consider the effect of the fact that he and Todd 
can converse in establishing him as a "real" character.  He sees 
Aaron taking Viola as a means of causing him pain - he does not yet 
realise that she might be important in her own right.  This adds to 
our awareness of the depth of his feeling for her.  It is also worth 
noting that this entire chapter is based on Todd's thoughts reported 
directly to the reader.  It is not free indirect speech but a clear first 
person narrative - unreliable when considering the events outside his 
control but powerful when explaining his own feelings.  A strong 
opening to a section of the novel which deals with Todd as the 
protagonist of his own story. 

Chapter 27: 
This chapter can be used as a basis for analysis of Ness' techniques - how 
does he convey the feelings that Todd has about himself in this 
chapter?  It is a chapter of necessary movement mixed with much self-
loathing and disgust.  There is even self-pity on p. 302.5 as Todd repeats a 
catechism of wishes based on undoing the past.  These fears are dispelled 
but Todd is still unable to use the knife to kill.  On p. 303.4 he tries to kill a 
turtle for food, but the parenthetical sensations he experiences prevent him 
in this task.  Students might ask whether there could be a second 
interpretation of the word order "(spackle and pain and bafflement)" before 
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he fails in this task and it is possible that the exploration of the spackle 
blood in Todd's system could begin here.  Todd is ready to give up when 
there is an appearance of a deus ex machina in the form of Wilf from 
chapter 22.  Students should be reminded to consider all they know of this 
character.  Todd is picked up and carries on - the title "on we go" 
suggesting a steady trudge for the pair.  This is his lowest point and he is 
rescued in the nick of time from his own despair. 
 
 
Chapter 28:  
This chapter offers a brief respite from Todd's self-loathing since he has to 
interact with Wilf and Jane.  From a narrative perspective it allows events 
to be caught up and filled in through the conversations, and also for 
further exploration of Todd's feelings about Viola.  Wilf is able to show his 
knowledge of events (" I know, but that watcha call her" p.308.4, "they 
lissened to Wilf" p.309.4) and also to see them up as a protector.  Despite 
the constant threat of the encroaching army in the Noise of the travellers, 
Wilf tries to keep Todd's identity a secret and to help him to heal.  Jane's 
poultices are a far cry from the space age medicine of Viola, we 
notice.  Jane is instrumental at reintroducing the idea of Haven as a 
possible sanctuary and increasing the sense of threat to the young 
travellers.  There is a threat in her intimacy and the "mad look" noted by 
Todd before Wilf sends her on her way.  Ultimately it is she who lets the 
information about Todd's origins out to the group of refugees.  Although 
Wilf saves the day Todd realises that it is too dangerous to travel with the 
group and he is set down as the chapter ends.  Once again he and 
Manchee are alone. 
 

 THE ARMY/NOISE - the threat is constant and set up within the 
snippets of Noise that Todd hears on p.309.8.  As ever, Ness alters 
the font for Noise and since it will play a significant role in Ch. 29 it is 
worth recalling it here in discussion.  Jane seems to hear no Noise 
and also has to say Prentisstown aloud for the other travellers to 
hear. 

Chapter 29: 
Todd is now delirious and suffering from pain, exhaustion and the spackle 
blood inside him - Aaron stabbed him with the same knife he had used to 
kill the spackle and there seems to be an element of contamination. The 
chapter is Todd's great test.  Aaron appears in hallucinations to tempt him 
back to the church and to the side of Prentisstown - motifs such as "if one 
falls we all fall" are mixed with narrative incident such as the burnt village, 
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suggesting that no settlement will survive except Prentisstown.  Todd fights 
to hold onto his identity and the voice of his conscience gets stronger, 
urging him to "cross over form innocence to sin!" p.324.7.  The narrative 
becomes increasingly fractured as Todd becomes increasingly delirious 
before Ness tries (pp326-7) to suggest the dual narrative of Todd's inner 
thoughts (Noise) and the telling of the tale.  Amongst the jumble of his 
Noise, the truth emerges and Todd finds Aaron and Viola.  The chapter 
ends with no clarity as to Viola's health. 
 

 INNOCENCE AND EXPERIENCE:  Todd is around puberty and is 
becoming a man - at the time of life when the idea of the innocent is 
replaced by experience - an idea relying on knowledge and practice 
of worldly deeds, both good and evil.   Aaron acts as a conduit here 
by testing Todd and finally expressing the clarity of the message - in 
this world what is perceived as "good" equates to human sin, thus in 
the perverted world of Prentisstown, to kill is to show courage and 
manhood, regardless of the murder committed.  To "fall" is to 
behave in what we would see as a good way of acting.  Readers will 
realise that the idea is that if any Prentisstown man can succeed by 
being good, then the power of the mayor will be broken.  We still do 
not really know what happened in Prentisstown in Todd's early 
childhood, but students may make educated guesses. 

 TODD:  Filled with self-loathing, Todd sees himself as a coward, but 
he can blot out the Noise and focus to some extent on what is 
around him.  All is disturbed by his mental state, and he has to give 
in, falling into a state of collapse with his faithful companion barking 
by his side.  As chapter 30 opens, he has fallen as far as to have 
almost split as a personality - the "boy" seeming to represent his 
pure, innocent soul.  Todd has indeed killed, though not a human, 
and therefore in the eyes of Prentisstown, he is not a man.  To him, 
he is damned and in a state of damnation. 

Chapter 30 
In this chapter Todd will come of age.  He engages in dialogue with a 
"boy" who is evidently his young self- innocent and weak.  After a chapter 
in which Aaron appears and taunts Todd, in this chapter he is pulled in the 
opposite direction by his weaker self.  The focus of the dialogue is on 
questioning how to act given that killing is not an option.  The boy focuses 
on fear and disappointment and it is only when Todd begins to seriously 
consider "another way" that the hold of the "boy" is loosed.  "You need to 
leave" says Todd on p.333.2 before placing his past behind him to move 
towards the future - he plans and considers his actions before embarking 
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on the escape plan.  The "boy" is a nagging doubter in his mind, but Todd 
presses on, with the faithful Manchee, to save Viola.  As the chapter ends, 
the "boy" is left on the far river bank, "he gets smaller and smaller" as 
Todd embarks on the next phase of his life.  The writing is short and 
broken up into small paragraph/lines.  The focus is on Viola, and 
whatever awaits him down the river. 

 THE "BOY":  The personification of Todd's innocent persona is a 
pleasing idea.  It enables a direct contrast with Aaron from the 
previous chapter and allows us to recognise the potentially damaging 
effect of a willingness to live in the past.  Todd accepts that he needs 
to grow up and develop and we see this in the careful planning of 
the rescue.   The voice is tempting in its negativity and safety, yet 
Todd is prepared to cut the link to his innocent past and to accept 
the dangers of the future.  He moves on. 

 
Chapter 31: 
The wicked are punished is a title which grips the reader and we should 
notice the generalisation and implied plurality of the statement at the 
outset.  This chapter moves at breakneck sped towards its conclusion.  In 
it Viola is saved and Todd and she manage to evade Aaron to continue 
their quest.  Manchee is killed.  Aaron is further disfigured, losing half his 
face and is certainly therefore punished, but I want students to consider 
whether Todd also receives punishment for his unnecessary killing of the 
spackle in the death of his loyal dog and friend. This is a useful chapter to 
look at how writers develop a sense of excitement and threat in action and 
will offer several short set piece sections to evaluate. 

 THE RIVER:  The two children have followed the river since their 
escape from Prentisstown.  It is worth considering how it is used as a 
narrative effect.  The marshes in Prentisstown are the beginning of 
the river and the journey and from this point there is a metaphorical 
link between the river and the journey itself.  The river is crossed 
from time to time, acting as a barrier between the children and their 
pursuers, but also creating a sense of the different stages of their 
journey, both physically and mentally.  It is a liminal marker which 
traps and protects the children and allows them to develop the 
different stages of their knowledge.  It also is an unstoppable force 
which leads to Haven and the end of the story, over which they have 
as little control as over fate itself.  At this point the two entrust 
themselves to its care and are carried swiftly towards the end of the 
tale.  There is more to come, but there is a sense that they are now 
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using the river as their highway and will shortly reach their 
goal.  Whether this is a god thing or not will remain to be seen. 

 WRITER'S CRAFT: A good passage might be that on 340.2- 
341.8.  Here Ness unfolds the full range of speed and excitement - 
short sentences, the use of repetition, parenthetical thought, delayed 
fulfilment of action, powerfully emotive language and so on.  Indeed 
this chapter contains some of the most effective writing of its type in 
the whole novel - Ness frequently engages the senses of the reader, 
especially the auditory, and creates a powerful sense of varied 
perspective on p.344 as the three voices - Manchee, Aaron and Viola 
are carefully placed for effect in the narrative.  By the end of p.345 
Ness is not writing in full sentences but using dashes to allow the 
action to run on in a manner that is almost poetic on the page: " And 
we run for it-/Across the campsite-/Towards the boat and the river-
/...  The effect is powerful and exciting and manages to convey the 
sense that Todd is out of breath as he tells this story, as though he 
was telling it whilst running. 

 MANCHEE:  Manchee has been a loyal companion since the start of 
the tale.  He has been battered and bruised and now is murdered by 
Aaron.  This death marks Todd's transition to adulthood as the last 
close childhood figure from his life is removed.  With no Manchee he 
has no option but to trust Viola and to survive as best he can in an 
adult world.  Interestingly, Aaron's cry "I WILL PUNISH THE 
WICKED!" p 346.5 is aimed at Todd and indeed he does punish him - 
Todd is clear that he will be haunted by Manchee's final barks for the 
rest of his life.  Is Todd wicked?  In Aaron's world, certainly he is, 
and this punishment is far more painful than the more obvious killing 
of Todd himself.  Like the blood of the spackle in his body, Manchee's 
barks will attach themselves to Todd's soul. There is also a link 
between the young "boy" of the previous chapter and Manchee - the 
two pillars of Todd's childhood innocence are now left forever on the 
banks of the river while he is drawn away swiftly and inexorably by 
the current of impending adulthood and experience. 
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PART 6 Chapters 32-42 
 
Chapter 32-34:  
 
These chapters work as a sequence as Todd wakes from his sickness and 
begins to understand his new role in the world.  In 32 Todd wakes and the 
pastoral simplicity and purity of Carbonel Downs is revealed to him; in 33 
the slight undercurrent of a distinctly patriarchal society, albeit one that 
seems to be based on good morality is revealed and Todd's new maturity is 
shown as he "gently" contradicts the orders given to young Jacob 
(p.365.7).  In 34 Ben is reintroduced as a means of linking the two 
patriarchal communities of Prentisstown and Carbonel Downs, whilst also 
giving Todd the last piece of spiritual energy he needs to continue his 
quest.  The chapters move with little sense e of a true break in the 
narrative and they serve mainly to clarify the stages in Todd's recovery 
prior to their leaving again at the end of 35.  The adult companion finally 
replaces Manchee whose plaintive bark has haunted chapters 32 and 33. 
 

 PASTORAL IDYLL:  The setting of Carbonel Downs is 
interesting.  The simplicity and peace of the opening of 32 is restful 
and attractive, though gradually there are indicators of a surprising 
amount of control here.  The music playing constantly serves to 
"keep men's thoughts private" (p.362.6) and Viola is able to explain 
the gender separation of this town.  There is none of the violence 
associated with Prentisstown, but there is no doubt that women are 
second class citizens performing menial tasks and not listened 
to.  Even the name Dr Snow is chosen to accentuate this 
strand.  Snow is pure and white but also unfeeling and chilling - a 
mixed metaphor which should help the reader to realise that any 
safety may be only temporary.  In this world there is food aplenty 
and obviously successful subsistence farming.  Indeed the similarity 
of the Doctor's voice to that of Viola might suggest that 
this misogyny is the model for the New World order on this planet. 

 TODD AND VIOLA:  The mutual affection is obvious and unforced 
from the opening of 32.  Indeed, until his underpants let him down 
(p.357.4), there is little embarrassment between them and they 
seem to be on the same wavelength.  The aggression and friction of 
earlier sections has been lost in the events of the previous chapters 
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and the pair are able to share a moment of gentle peace in the 
sickbay.  On p.355.2 her silence over the death of Manchee is exactly 
what Todd wants - they seem to have reached a state of 
mutual understanding.  They barely need to converse to recognise 
the inherent unfairness of the society in which they find themselves 
and Todd's insistence on having Viola beside him as he meets the 
Eldermen (365.7) is a clear statement of the equality and respect of 
their relationship. 

 BEN/LOVE:  Ben is believed dead as early as section 2 of the novel 
and now he reappears with no warning as a counterpoint to Dr 
Snow.  He too uses music as he moves, but his song is the folk song 
remembered by Todd as a marker of his loving childhood.  At first 
the reader assumes the mysterious sound is a threat in chi 33 
p.368.2, but as the new chapter opens Ben is revealed much to 
Todd's joy.  Ness is introducing a new companion for the next 
chapters to replace Manchee, but a companion more suited to the 
newly adult Todd.  In doing so he also reminds the reader of 
Prentisstown and the reality of a society based on misogyny in which 
there may be a few good men.  Ben is found across the river, 
another case of a liminal marker as in reaching Ben, the pair have 
had to leave Carbonel Downs.  When the townsmen arrive, they are 
a barrier preventing the pair from returning to the safety of the town 
as they block the bridge.  Ben is also used to establish the back 
story.  He can fill in gaps in the narrative for us relating to Cillian's 
death and the army which is said to be only hours away.  Todd 
"opens his noise" for Ben who is able to offer him excuses and 
forgiveness for his actions but before he can respond to Todd's 
incredulity they are disturbed by hoof beats as the army 
approaches.  Ness once again delays telling the reader about the 
truth of Prentisstown and the game that started back in part one 
continues.  His role is to remind Todd of his purpose - to reach 
Haven and to drive home the message of hope to the pair. P375.7-
376.3 shows a repetition of the idea of hope together with a passage 
to boost Todd's fragile sense of self-worth.  For the first time in the 
novel he is receiving affirmation to help him balance his emotional 
response to the events in which he is embroiled.   

Chapter 35: 
This chapter, together with chapter 36 finally presents answers to 
the "askings" which readers have been posing throughout the text.  Ben is 
not greeted kindly and the open hostility of the "birthmark" man spreads to 
Todd.  It is clear that men from Prentisstown are not only disliked and 
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feared but seem to be forbidden by law from travelling outside their 
town.  Ben and Todd are treated as though they are spies and Dr Snow, 
whilst acknowledging Todd's innocence, does nothing to try to 
intervene.  They are about to drag the men off to their death when the 
sound of horsemen presents a more pressing need.  The town is under 
attack.  The attitude to women shown by these men is ironic.  Viola is 
repeatedly side-lined in conversation and ignored.  If they had chosen to 
listen to her when the children arrived, the town might have been able to 
defend itself.  As the chapter ends, Todd, Viola and Ben escape to continue 
the quest for Haven, whilst the townsmen return across their bridge to 
defend the town. 
 

  VIOLA although treated well, it is clear that the attitude towards 
women of these townsmen is utterly misogynistic.  "Can't trust the 
word of a woman", “the army your girl's been talking about", "Now's 
not really the time for women to be talking, Vi".  Todd stands up for 
her and receives a "look".  In the urgency of the situation he does 
not pause to consider what the emotion behind the look might be.  It 
is worth taking a moment now to discuss the attitudes to women 
that we see here and compare Prentisstown, Farbranch and Carbonel 
Downs. 

Chapter 36: 
Having established the three as total outcasts, the quest continues, but not 
before the narrative gaps are finally filled in.  Ness uses Ben as an adult 
companion who is able to begin to close the mystery of 
Prentisstown.  There is a sense of danger throughout the chapter as the 
three run from the approaching army, slowed down by Ben.  For the first 
time in a while, Ness reintroduces Todd's countdown, but this time for him 
to acknowledge that it is no longer of importance ("Who knows how many 
days?  Who cares anymore?" p.388.4).  In the setting of a graveyard 
(which disgusts Viola), Ben is able to tell Todd about his past.  It seems 
that the Noise germ pre-existed the arrival of the settlers.  All the talk of 
Spackle germ warfare is merely an excuse to allow genocide as the settlers 
strove to dominate their new world.  Also, the New World was harsh and 
barren and the settlements nearly failed.  Preachers such as Aaron seized 
the opportunity to preach violence and war and men gladly took out their 
frustrations and fears on the spackle, the indigenous population who had 
evolved to cope with this world.  The final blow is the information that 
some men, driven mad by the idea that they had no secrets from women, 
took the decision to kill all the women in Prentisstown.  Form this point 
there are no children and women living in the town, with Todd, as we 
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learned in Chapter 1, being the last child to be born. As the news emerged, 
the rest of the world banned Prentisstown men from ever leaving their 
town.  Todd struggles to come to terms with the lack of a rescue or of a 
challenge, but Viola understands.  No one wants to seek trouble and left 
alone in isolation, the town must certainly die out. 
Todd questions why Ben and Cillian did not leave with some who managed 
to escape.  He learns of the death of his mother and again, it is Viola who 
explains the central guilt which hangs over Ben:  To fight back and risk 
death and therefore to leave Todd as a baby unprotected or to accept the 
events and protect the baby. This guilt hangs on Ben and Todd realises 
that he is the reason that the pair did not try to fight back or escape.  He 
does not know how to process this information.  Todd learns that he is 
important because he is the last innocent in the town.  If he can be made 
to fall, then "we all fall" - there is a need for all boys to kill a man in order 
to share in the collective guilt of the town and to complete the circle.  The 
arrival of the sound of a rider, seen through the binos to be Davy 
Prentiss,  ends the explanations and Ben offers both consolation -"no 
father could be prouder" p.399.9 and encouragement - "Remember... 
HOPE" p.400.5. before the pair leave him to try to hold up the advance. 
 

 A PERVERTED GOSPEL:  The role of Aaron becomes clearer in this 
chapter.  As the New World collapsed, he began to preach hatred 
against first the Spackle and then against women.  We are not told 
that the settlers were Christian before this, but the ideals of such a 
religion are obviously suggested in the narrative and in the echoes of 
the Christians arriving in the Americas as Europe looked West in the 
15th, 16th, 17th centuries.  Gradually the society based on respect 
(New Elisabeth had a female mayor and was named after her, 
(echoing the first settlements in USA - Virginia, Jamestown as so on) 
turned into one based on fear and hatred.  It became a mark of evil 
to be able to keep secrets and something to be feared if one could 
not control one's own thoughts.  With Prentisstown isolated, the 
church of Aaron could develop strength and with no Moses figure to 
descend from the mountain to drive Aaron out, the idea of the 
fundamental commandments of the Judaic faiths are not 
established.  This is not a world where "Thou shalt not kill" would be 
received with any respect. 

Chapter 37: 
What's the point? asks the chapter title and this is presented in Todd 
whose world has finally been turned upside down with the information he 
has received.  Todd begins to descend into self-pity again but this time he 
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has Viola on hand:  "Do you think you're the only person who’s lost 
someone?" she asks (p.402.6) before stating her position, (and her 
love):  "All I've got now is you" p.402.7.  As the pair look at one another, 
Todd notices that "the colours in my Noise go different", p403.6, and the 
pair are finally ready to acknowledge their feelings for one another.  They 
move on and the bond allows some humour to intrude - "you said effing..." 
p.404.3, before they decide to take the road and to stop hiding.  On 406.8 
there is an important moment - the pair sight a dust trail in the distance 
followed by Todd's "I wish I know where the army was".  This should be 
noted and discussed.  Ness has placed the two ideas next to each other 
and many students will miss what is a foreshadowing of the final chapter 
as they read.  The chapter ends with deserted settlements and an empty 
world.  The pair are alone and Ness links the birthday countdown with the 
regular appearance of Todd's book in the narrative.  He is finally ready for 
the final piece of the jigsaw.  In chapter 38, Viola will take on his mother's 
voice and read him the book.  His history from the woman who loved him. 
 
 
Chapter 38: 
Written in "poor" English, the book is vivid and Viola reads in a voice 
allowing Todd and the reader to visualise this new character- his 
mother.  He learns that he had no father at the time of his birth and that 
the settlers were full of hope for the future.  At the start, the life is hard, 
but it seems that the town is coping.  The voice is chatty, even correcting 
its own grammar.  Mr Prentiss is described simply as one of the "better 
organisers" and we learn that, like Viola's parents, he was a caretaker on 
their ship.  After a pause, the narrative alters and after introducing the 
"sweet" spackle, his mother tells him of the disagreements already obvious 
between the violent and peaceful man and suggests that he needs to learn 
about "the attractiveness of power", p.417.5.  She is clear that how this 
lesson is learned will determine the outcome of the journey from boy to 
man.  As Viola sings his mother's song -Early one morning- Todd weeps 
and this is echoed in the narrative as his baby self-cries to interrupt his 
mother.  Todd cannot bear to hear the final passage and Ness continues to 
delay the delivery of the story still further.  The chapter ends with the 
realisation of utterly kindred spirits.  Todd realises that he can "read" Viola, 
even if he can't hear her.  He feels that he "knows" her and whispers her 
name.  The chapter ends with the pair embracing quietly, content in each 
other's arms. 
 
Chapter 39: 
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The chapter opens as the previous one closed, before Viola "breaks the 
mood".  This chapter is full of excitement and what threat there is, is put 
aside in parenthesis - "don't think it" p.423.2.  The pair see the falls that 
lead to Haven and run through the landscape until they see the city spread 
out below them.  Ness sues his usual short sentences to inject a sense of 
pace and the reader relaxes with the pair as they look at the city, intact 
below them.  Even seeing the army in the distance cannot dampen their 
mood - "we beat them" declares Viola on p.425.6 and the reader has no 
room to disagree, despite the interjection of hesitancy (but-) into the 
narrative.  
The chapter ends with a shock.  A boat is seen, and in it - Aaron. 
 

 SHOCK:  After the speed and relaxed narrative, the appearance of 
Aaron is a strong cliff-hanger.  The reader needs to discuss how 
effective this character is if taken literally.  Looking back and charting 
his injuries, it beggars belief that he should still be capable of living, 
but if taken rather more as a metaphor for evil, there is less of a 
problem.  We should also remember that the tale is narrated by a 
teenage boy.  How reliable is he when he says that Aaron's face was 
"ripped off" for example?  Aaron is a useful tool in Ness's hands for 
sudden shock and threat to be injected into the narrative and this 
chapter ends with him turning victory into, if not defeat, certainly a 
continuing struggle. 

Chapter 40: 
The Sacrifice is an ominous title and we should pause here and consider 
those already sacrificed in this book to ensure Todd's safety.  The chapter 
moves at breakneck speed, mirroring the torrent as it approaches the 
waterfall and Aaron is in a boat being carried by the flood towards Haven 
and the children.  The narrative is carried in short lines with unfinished 
sentences as the pair race downhill.  Ness introduces further drama when 
Todd thinks Viola has been shot, the shift into italics conveying his extreme 
anxiety at this point p.433.2.  Being pursued by the cries of "TODD 
HEWITT", the pair take refuge in an area behind the waterfall which they 
hope will provide sanctuary.  I turns out to be a disused church (not a 
good omen) and Ness links the pair with snatches of the folk song - "oh 
never leave me" as they run.  They are awestruck by the beauty 
and power of the location of the church, which itself is an indication of the 
hope of the early settlers.  They discuss the idea of the sacrifice demanded 
by Aaron and begin to touch on the truth which will be revealed shortly in 
chapter 41.  At this stage, although Todd realises the significance of this, 
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the reader is not let in on the secret: Aaron will sacrifice himself to ensure 
Todd's fall. 
 
Chapter 41: 
In a ruined church, the corrupted cleric and the boy/man meet and the 
sacrifice is made.  Aaron's plan is thwarted by Viola - the girl once again 
unbalancing the misogynistic thinking of Prentisstown.  Todd clearly reveals 
the truth of the manhood test on p.448.5 and Aaron in turn preaches from 
the pulpit in his noise proclaiming the "martyrdom of the saint".  In his 
world it is clear that he is the saint whose martyrdom will enable the circle 
of Prentisstown men to be closed.  It becomes evident the key is for Todd 
to murder, not kill in a fair fight and Aaron proceeds to torture the boy with 
images to turn him to hate.  IN the ensuing fight Todd and Viola are 
damaged and weakened yet working as a team.  It is only when Todd 
believes Viola to be wounded and near to death that his Noise reveals 
sufficient hatred to commit murder.  In the sequence between p.458 and 
461, Ness creates such speed and tension by the short lines and the lack of 
end stopping that the reader is carried along with Todd's rage, just as he 
is, seeing every individual thought and movement.  The sequence ends 
with a shock, however.  It is viola rather than Todd who picks up the 
knife.  The knife has a Noise of its own, encouraging Todd and taunting 
him with his perceived cowardice - "Take me and use me", "never let me 
go"; it says a Ness links the knife to the idea of the folk song.  Here, rather 
than a lover saying to a loved one “o never leave me", the knife is implying 
a different relationship.  As the sequence closes, the knife tells Todd to 
"take the power in yer hand" p.461.5.  Remembering his mother's warning 
is important here.  Todd has the power to act or to fail to act if he has the 
knife - his mother has warned that he needs to understand the power that 
all men have at their disposal.  Viola's intervention means that the 
temptation to murder is avoided and as Aaron falls to his death, the knife is 
embedded in his body and vanishes under the water. 
 

 NARRATIVE STYLE:  Students need to consider the way in which 
Ness builds tension and pace in this chapter.  In particular the length 
of time he takes to deliver the key information and events of the 
chapter.  We often discuss "show don't tell".  Most chapters are a 
master class of this technique.  This one is particularly successful. 

Chapter 42: 
Entering the final chapter we should take stock: 
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1. the children have reached Haven and survived their quest and all the 
trials that lay in front of them 

2. Aaron seems to have finally been destroyed 
3. Haven implies safety and security, but the threat of the army is still 

present 
4. Everyone who has helped the pair has died - sacrificed  - to help 

them achieve their goal, which is merely to warn the city of the army 
5. The pair are kindred spirits, but Todd is damaged by crippling self-

loathing and guilt (p.465.4), whilst Viola is struggling to come to 
terms with the fact that she has killed man in cold blood (pp. 
465,466). 

6. Both have clearly moved from a state of Innocence to one of 
Experience.  They are now adults. 

On p.468.5 they leave the old church and move towards the city of Haven 
in sunlight.  There is a sense of achievement and success in this but before 
the pair can reach the town, Ness creates another twist.  Davy Prentiss, or 
Mr Prentiss Jr as Todd still refers to him, shoots Viola from afar.  As the 
pair meet, Todd is once again enraged and as a symbol of his new 
manhood refers to Mr Prentiss Jr as Davy for the first time (p.471.5).  The 
fight is inconclusive.  Todd is able to disable and remove Davy from 
immediate consideration, but has not killed him.  Instead his attention 
returns to the dying Viola.  He runs with her through the scrub and the 
empty outskirts of the town.  The narrative is once again based on short 
lines and pace through a lack of end stopping, until he reaches the empty 
town square.   
The close of the book ensures that readers will want to read the next book 
in the trilogy and has not been difficult to predict, however part of Ness's 
success has been to suggest the outcome so gently.  There were signs and 
alert readers will have noted the dust on the trail and the fact that if Davy 
is present, his father cannot be far away.  The empty streets and the 
scrubland suggest a lack of support for the pair which is born out in the 
irony of Haven being anything but.  Now renamed and with a new 
president, the reader does not even get the comfort of knowing the fate of 
Viola as the book ends. 
 
My final writing task may well be an extract from Todd's diary 3 weeks 
after the end of the book.  Students should predict the eventual outcome 
of the story - will Todd become one of the Prentisstown men after the 
death of Viola?  Will Todd replace Davy in the affection of President 
Prentiss?  Will Aaron reappear?  Will Viola recover? 
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Plenty of "askings" to have fun with here. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


